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Perturbation theory is the most common tool applied for calculations in quantum
mechanics and, especially, field theory. In weakly coupled theories, such as quantum
electrodynamics or electroweak model, calculations based on the Feynman graphs
(which represent a particular order in the perturbative series) are innumerable. This
approach has a solid theoretical foundation, and its remarkable success is no surprise.

There is a deep general question as to the nature of the coupling constant ex-
pansion. Half a century ago Dyson argued [1] the the series in α are asymptotic in
quantum electrodynamics. The essence of his argument is as follows. Consider N
charged moving particles, of one and the same charge e, assuming that N À 1. The
energy E of this system can be represented as

E = NT +
N2

2
e2V , (1)

where T is the average kinetic energy per particle. The second term represents the
Coulomb energy: V stands for the average inverse distance between the particles,
V = 〈r−1〉 > 0. The factor N 2/2 represents the number of the interacting pairs (in
fact, it should be N(N − 1)/2, but this distinction is negligible at large N). For
positive α ≡ e2 the system is stable. However, if α becomes negative, then the
potential part of the energy E becomes attractive, and at sufficiently large N it will
always take over the kinetic part. Thus, at N ≥ N∗ = −T/(V α) the energy E of
the conglomerate becomes negative and an instability develops. This instability is
due to the fact that a spontaneous pair creation becomes energetically expedient.
The particles of charge e are attracted to the conglomerate; those of charge −e run
away to infinity. The more pairs are produced, the more negative E becomes. This
phenomenon — instability — occurs irrespective of the value of α. Of course, the
critical value N∗ becomes exceedingly larger as α→ 0.

Dyson concludes that physical quantities in quantum electrodynamics cannot be
analytic in α, and the point α = 0 is singular. If so, the expansion in the powers of
α cannot be convergent.

Being brilliant, Dyson’s argument is qualitatitve. Many years had elapsed before
quantitative methods were developed allowing one to calculate the divergence of
the perturbative series in high orders. A breakthrough, which paved the way to
quantitative analysis, became possible when it was found that : (i) the divergence
of the perturbative series at high orders, at physical values of the coupling constant,
is related (via the dispersion relation in the coupling constant) to the imaginary
part which develops at unphysical values of the coupling constant, when the system
under consideration becomes unstable (ii) this imaginary part, in turn, is related to
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the barrier-penetration phenomenon and can be calculated quasiclassically at small
unphysical values of the coupling constant; (iii) the rate of divergence at high orders
is fully determined by the tunneling amplitude at weak coupling.

This result was first obtained in quantum mechanics and is usually credited to
Bender andWu [2] (see e.g. such authoritative source as Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin’s
compilation [3]). Bender and Wu’s paper, a benchmark in this area of research, was
written in 1972. Very few theorists know that the very same construction was worked
out in 1964 in Soviet Union. In fact, this was one of the first research projects of
Arkady Vainshtein, who at that time was a student at the Novosibirsk University and
Novosibirsk Institute of Nuclear Physics (currently, the Budker Institute of Nuclear
Physics). His paper was published in 1964 in Russian, as a Novosibirsk Institute of
Nuclear Physics Report [4], which obviously hindered its recognition in the western
high-energy physics community. Only experts in the Soviet community were aware
of Vainshtein’s construction, in particular, Lev Lipatov and Eugene Bogomolny,
whose works on the divergences of the perturbative series are well-known.

Now, almost 40 years later, original Vainshtein’s report became a rarity, it can
hardly be found even in large libraries. I decided to correct the situation, and make
it available to the high-energy physics community. On occasion of Arkady’s 60th

birthday I translated the paper in English. Below you will find both, the English
translation and the Russian original.

M. Shifman

1. F.J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 85, 631 (1952).
2. C.M. Bender and T.T. Wu, Phys. Rev. D7, 1620 (1973).
3 J.C. Le Guillou and J. Zinn-Justin (Eds), Large-Order Behaviour of Perturbation

Theory (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1990).
4. A.I. Vainshtein, Decaying Systems and Divergence of the Series of Perturbation

Theory, Novosibirsk Institute of Nuclear Physics Report, Decmber 1964.
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Abstract

One-dimensional field models are considered. If, for a certain sign of
the coupling constant λ, the spectrum is continuous, the perturbative
series for the propagator diverges. At large n the n-th term of the
perturbative series has the form n! (αλ)n.

1. In Ref. 1 Dyson argued that the perturbation theory series are divergent in
quantum electrodynamics. Dyson’s argument was based on the observation that the
world in which the square of the electric charge e2 is negative, has no ground state
and decays. Therefore, it is hard to imagine that such a situation can be described
by functions analytic in e2 at e2 = 0.

Thirring investigated [2] the theory with the interaction Lint = λϕ3 and showed
that the perturbative series for the polarization operator diverges in the domain of
momenta p2 < m2. At large n the terms of the perturbative series are shown to
have the form

C(αλ)n
(n− 4)!

n2
,

where C and α are functions of p2. The model considered by Thirring is an example
of an unstable theory. One can readily show, by virtue of a direct variational method,
that there is no ground state in the model of Ref. 3.

We will show that instability of the system implies a divergence of the perturbation
theory series in a one-dimensional model.

2. Consider a model in which field operators ϕ depend only on time, the spatial
coordinates are absent. The Hamiltonian and equal-time commutation relations
have the form

H =
1

2
(ϕ̇)2 +

m2

2
ϕ2 + V (ϕ) , [ϕ(t) , ϕ̇(t)] = i . (1)

This is the Hamiltonian and commutation relations of the conventional quantum-
mechanical anharmonic oscillator with the frequency ω = m and mass µ = 1.

For definiteness let us choose the interaction in the form

V (ϕ) = −λϕ3 . (2)

From what follows it will be clear that in fact our consideration is applicable to all
decay-permitting interactions.

Repeating the proof due to Thirring [2] in the one-dimensional case, for the inter-
action λϕ3, we will arrive at a result which is identical to that of the four-dimensional
problem, namely that the series for the polarization operator diverges, the divergence
being the same as in four dimensions. We will connect this divergence with the fact
that the system at hand can decay.
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Let us consider the causal Green function for the field ϕ. In the interaction
representation it is defined as

iG(τ) =
(0|T ϕ(τ)ϕ(0)|0)

S00
(3)

where ϕ(τ) is the field operator in the interaction representation. It is assumed that
the interaction switches on adiabatically.

If we now pass to the Heisenberg operators φ(τ), we will get

iG(τ) =
(0|S(∞, 0)[T φ(τ)φ(0)]S(0,−∞)|0)

(0|S(∞, 0)S(0,−∞)|0) ,

φ(τ) = S+(τ, 0)ϕ(τ)S(τ, 0) . (4)

3. Usually the state |ψ〉 = S(0,−∞)|0) is considered to be the physical vac-
uum. If the physical vacuum does exist, this is ensured by adiabatic switching on
— the interaction turns on adiabatically. In the model under consideration there
is no physical vacuum, the system is unstable. In such cases the mathematical
vacuum passes into a corresponding quasi-level after the interaction is turned on
adiabatically. The quasi-level is a state with a complex energy describing a decay.

To show this we will consider the problem of an oscillator with the frequency
changing with time as

ω2
(

1− γe−α|t|
)

.

If γ > 1 then at t = 0 the oscillator turns upside down, and the physical vacuum
is absent. It turns out, that if at t → −∞ we start from the ground state of the
oscillator, at t = 0 we arrive at a state which, in the limit α→ 0 has the energy

E = − iω
2

√

γ − 1 ,

and describes the decay. A detailed solution is given in Appendix A.
It is interesting to note that the state (0|S(∞, 0) = 〈ψ| is not obtained from

S(0,∞)|0) by Hermitean conjugation; this is due to the fact that the stability con-
dition S(∞,−∞)|0) = |0) is not satisfied. The state 〈ψ| = (0|S(∞, 0) is Hermitean
conjugate to the state describing the process reverse to decay. The energy of such
state is complex conjugated to that of the quasilevel. In what follows, we will call
such state anti-quasilevel.

4. In Appendix B a relation between the energy of the state |ψ〉 and G(τ)|τ=0
and G(p)|p=0 is derived. Here G(p) is the Fourier-transform of G(τ). Therefore,

for studying the analytical properties of G(τ)|τ=0 and G(p)|p=0, as functions of the
coupling constant, it is sufficient to study the analytic behavior of E(λ2) where
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E(λ2) is the energy of the state |ψ〉 = S(0,−∞)|0). The equation for |ψ〉 is

H |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 , H =
ϕ̇2

2
+
m2ϕ2

2
− λϕ3 . (5)

This is a conventional differential equation for anharmonic oscillator. At ϕ→ −∞
the wave function ψ(ϕ) falls off exponentially, while at ϕ → ∞ there is only an
outcoming wave. (The constant λ is assumed to be positive.)

Let us continue ψ(ϕ), defined for positive λ, to complex values of λ. Then λ is
complex in Eq. (5). Let us now examine the boundary conditions.

At positive λ

ψ(ϕ) → C√
p
exp

[

i

∫ ϕ

p dϕ

]

, at ϕ→ +∞ ,

ψ(ϕ) → C ′

√
p
exp

[

−i
∫ ϕ

p dϕ

]

, at ϕ→ −∞ ,

p =
√

2E −m2ϕ2 + 2λϕ3 . (6)

These are the well-known quasiclassical asymptotics. One can assert that ψ(ϕ) has
the same asymptotics for all complex λ in the upper half-plane of the parameter
λ. Indeed, as long as λ is in the upper half-plane, ψ(ϕ) falls off exponentially at
ϕ→ ±∞, and the growing exponent cannot appear.

Let us pass in the λ plane from the positive semi-axis to negative, via the upper
half-plane. Then Eq. (6) implies that after the rotation ψ(ϕ) falls off exponentially
at ϕ → +∞, while at ϕ → −∞ the wave function ψ(ϕ) represents a wave running
into the well. That is to say, starting from the problem of a quasilevel, we arrived at
the problem of anti-quasilevel. This means that the function E(λ2) has a cut along
the positive semi-axis in the λ2 plane. The imaginary part ImE (λ2) experiences a
jump on this cut.

Consider the integral
∫

C

dz
E(z)

z − z0
= 2πiE(z0) , z = λ2 , (7)

where the contour C is indicated in Fig. 1. The radius of the circle in Fig. 1 is ∆,
while |z0| < ∆. The integral over the circle is an analytic function for all z0 inside
the circle; therefore, we will not consider it since we are interested in the part of
E(z) nonanalytic at the origin,

E(z0) =
1

π

∫ ∆

0

dz
ImE(z)

z − z0
. (8)
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z

C

Figure 1. Integration contour in the integral (7).

The expansion of E(z0) in z0 (at z0 → 0) immediately follows from Eq. (8),

E(z0) =
∞
∑

n=0

zn0

(

1

π

∫ ∆

0

dz
ImE(z)

zn+1

)

. (9)

The integrals on the right-hand side converge since ImE(z) falls off exponentially
at z → 0.

Indeed, ImE(λ2) is proportional (at λ→ 0) to the barrier transmission coefficient

D = exp

[

−2
∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

dϕ
√

m2ϕ2 − 2λϕ3 − 2E

]

.

where the integral is to be taken between two turning points. At λ→ 0

D =
α′

√
λ2

exp

[

−β
′m5

λ2

]

, (10)

where α′ and β′ are constants.
Since the radius ∆ can be chosen to be sufficiently small, substituting

ImE(z) =
α√
z
exp

[

−β
z

]

in Eq. (9) one gets the expansion coefficients that coincide with the exact ones at
n→∞.

Thus, the function

E(z0) =
α

π

∫ ∞

0

1√
z

e−β/z

z − z0
dz = C

(

− β
z0

)1/2

Ψ

(

1

2
,
1

2
,− β

z0

)

(11)

has the same expansion coefficients, in the limit n → ∞, as the exact E(z). (The
fact that we added the integral from ∆ to ∞ is of no importance, since this added
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integral gives a function analytic at the point z0 = 0. Moreover, Ψ
(

1
2
, 1
2
, x
)

is the
degenerate hypergeometric function.)

The expansion of E has the form

E(z) = C
∞
∑

n=0

(

z

β

)n

Γ

(

n+
1

2

)

. (12)

Since E(λ2) is related to the Green function as follows (see Appendix B)

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
1

m2

[

E − 5λ2
∂E

∂λ2

]

,

G̃(p)
∣

∣

∣

p=0
= − 1

m2
+

9λ2

m8

[

25 (λ2)2
∂2E

∂(λ2)2
+ 35λ2

∂E

∂λ2
− 3E

]

, (13)

we arrive at the conclusion that the perturbation theory series diverges: the expan-
sion coefficients grow factorially at large n. Nevertheless, the series is asymptotic.

5. One can consider interactions of other types in perfectly the same way. It
is clear that if a given system decays after the interaction switches on, then the
imaginary part of the quasilevel energy is a quantity which is exponentially small
in the limit of the vanishing coupling constant. This implies the factorial growth of
the expansion coefficients in the coupling constant series. There will be no potential
barrier if m = 0. But in this case the perturbation theory integrals diverge at the
lower limit of integration.

Of particular interest is the interaction V = −λϕ4. At λ > 0 this interaction
corresponds to a decaying system. Performing the same consideration as for λϕ3 we
will obtain that at large n the terms of the perturbative series for E(λ) grow as

C

(

λ

γ

)n

Γ

(

n+
1

2

)

.

At λ < 0 the system is stable. However, the perturbative series is the same both for
positive and negative λ. Thus, there emerges a situation of the type suggested by
Dyson in quantum electrodynamics. It is interesting that all terms of the series are
of the same sign in the instability domain of negative λ.

The majority of nontrivial theories are seemingly unstable at some phase of the
coupling constant, which leads to asymptotic nature of the perturbative series.
Equations in such theories have solutions nonanalytic in the coupling constant at
the origin. It is unclear, though, to which extent these solutions are physical in the
instability domain. In such theories the point λ = 0 is a branching point. Moreover,
if m 6= 0, it presents an essential singularity.

What remains unclear is the relation between the decaying nature of the system
and the perturbative series divergence in four-dimensional theories. One should
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note that if small spatial momenta are of importance, the theory becomes one-
dimensional; however, the impact of renormalizations calls for a study. It is inter-
esting that if an arbitrary graph with the vanishing external momenta is considered
in four dimensions, one can readily get the following inequality:

∫

1

m2 − p21
...

1

m2 − p2i

∏

d4q ≥ 1

m6i

[
∫

1

m2 − (p01)
2
...

1

m2 − (p0i )
2

∏

dq0
]4

(14)

where pk are the internal line momenta, q are the integration momenta, while p0k
stand for the time-like components of pk. Then what appears on the right-hand
side of Eq. (14) is the corresponding one-dimensional diagram, and we could built
a minorant for the four-dimensional theory, if it were not for the necessity of renor-
malizations.

I am deeply grateful to V.M. Galitsky for suggesting me this topic for research
and for guidance. I would like to thank I.B. Khriplovich for valuable discussions.
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Appendix A

Let us consider an oscillator with the time-dependent frequency changing as

ω2
(

1− γ e−α|t|
)

.

We are interested in the time development of the state which tends to the ground
state of the frequency ω oscillator at t→ −∞. We demote it Ψα(t). In the interac-
tion representation Ψα(t) satisfies the following equation:

i
∂Ψα

∂t
= −γω

2

4
e−α|t| x2(t)Ψα , (A.1)

x(t) =
1√
2

[

a+(t) + a−(t)
]

=
a+eiωt + a−e−iωt

√
2

, (A.2)

where

[a+, a−] = −1 .
We look for Ψα(t) in the form

Ψα(t) = Kα(t) exp
[

(a+)2fα(t)
]

|0) (A.3)

where Kα(t) and fα(t) are functions of time, while |0) is the ground state of the
oscillator with the frequency ω, so that a|0) = 0. Substituting Eq. (A.3) in
(A.1) and performing the commutation we obtain terms with exp((a+)2fα)|0) and
(a+)2 exp((a+)2fα)|0). Requiring the coefficients in front of these terms to vanish,
we arrive at the following equations:

i
K ′

α

Kα

= −γω
4
e−α|t| (1 + 2fα) , (A.4)

if ′α = −γω
4
e−α|t|

(

e2iωt + 4fα + 4f 2αe
−2iωt

)

, (A.5)

with the boundary condition

fα(t)→ 0 at t→ −∞ .

Consider t < 0 and introduce a new function y(t)

fα(t) = −
1

iγω
e(2iω−α)t y

′(t)

y(t)
− 1

iγω

(

−iω +
α

2

)

e(2iω−α)t − 1

2
e2iωt . (A.6)

Then we get the following equation for y(t):

y′′ +

[

(

ω +
iα

2

)2

− γω2 eαt
]

y = 0 . (A.7)
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The solution of this equation is

y(t) = C1Jν(z) + C2J−ν(z) , (A.8)

where

ν =
2iω

α
− 1 , z =

2iω
√
γ

α
eαt/2 ,

and Jν(z) is the Bessel function. Using the fact that fα(t) vanishes at t→ −∞ we
find

fα(t) = −
1

iγω
e(2iω−α)t

[

−iω +
α

2
+
λω

2
eαt +

d(Jν(z))/dt

Jν(z)

]

. (A.9)

We are interested in the limit

limα→0Ψα(0) = Ψ(0) .

Using the quasiclassical asymptotics of the Bessel functions [4] we find

f(0) =
1

γ

[

1− γ

2
+ i
√

γ − 1
]

, γ > 1 ,

f(0) =
1

γ

[

1− γ

2
−
√

1− γ
]

, γ < 1 . (A.10)

At γ < 1 we arrive at the ground state of the oscillator with the frequency ω
√
1− γ,

a “physical vacuum”. If γ > 1 then

Ψ(0) = exp
(

(a+)2f(0)
)

|0)
has the following form in the x representation:

Ψ(0) = exp

(

iω
√

γ − 1
x2

2

)

. (A.11)

This state describes an outflux of particles from the origin to ±∞. The energy of
this state is

E = − iω
2

√

γ − 1 .

We see that n = E/ω is an adiabatic invariant for complex ω too.
If one considers the state which at t → ∞ goes to the vacuum of the frequency

ω oscillator, one obtains that at t = 0 and α → 0 one deals with the state of an
anti-quasilevel with

E =
iω

2

√

γ − 1 .
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Appendix B

The Green function in the Heisenberg representation has the form

iG(τ) =
〈ψ|φ(τ)φ(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 . (B.1)

The connection between G(τ)|τ=0 and the energy of the state |ψ〉 is known [5]. We
will derive this relation for completeness, however. The equation for |ψ〉 is

(H − E) |ψ〉 = 0 , H =
1

2
ϕ̇2 +

m2

2
ϕ2 − λϕ3 . (B.2)

Differentiating Eq. (B.2) with respect to m2 and multiplying by 〈ψ| from the left
we get

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
〈ψ|φ2(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 = 2

∂E

∂m2
. (B.3)

From dimensional arguments

E = mΦ

(

λ2

m5

)

.

Therefore,

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
1

m2

(

E − 5λ2
∂E

∂λ2

)

. (B.4)

Let us derive now a relation between E and G(p)|p=0 where

G(τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dp

2π
G(p) e−ipτ .

First of all let us note that given the interaction λϕ3

ϕ =
〈ψ|φ(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 6= 0 .

Therefore, there is a constant in τ part in G(τ) having no physical meaning. In the
p representation it yields δ(p). It is more correct to consider

iG̃(τ) =
T 〈ψ|(φ(τ)− ϕ) (φ(0)− ϕ)|ψ〉

〈ψ|ψ〉 = iG(τ)− ϕ2 . (B.5)

Using the definition of φ(τ) in terms of the Schrödinger ϕ,

φ(τ) = eiHτ ϕ e−iHτ
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we have

G̃(p) =
1

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ϕ− ϕ)
[

1

p− (H − E − iε) (B.6)

− 1

p+ (H − E − iε)

]

(ϕ− ϕ)
∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

,

G̃(p)
∣

∣

∣

p=0
= − 2

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ϕ− ϕ) 1

H − E (ϕ− ϕ)
∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

. (B.7)

Moreover, iε can be omitted since

〈ψ |ϕ− ϕ|ψ〉 = 0 . (B.8)

Let us introduce a term fϕ in the Hamiltonian, where f is a parameter. Then we
differentiate Eq. (B.2) twice with respect to f ,

(H − E)
∂|ψ〉
∂f

+

(

∂H

∂f
− ∂E

∂f

)

|ψ〉 , (B.9)

(H − E)
∂2|ψ〉
∂f 2

+ 2

(

∂H

∂f
− ∂E

∂f

)

∂|ψ〉
∂f
− ∂2E

∂f 2
|ψ〉 . (B.10)

Now multiplying by 〈ψ| from the left we get

∂E

∂f
=

1

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂H

∂f

∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

= ϕ , (B.11)

∂2E

∂f 2
=

2

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂H

∂f
− ∂E

∂f

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂ψ

∂f

〉

= ϕ . (B.12)

Furthermore, Eq. (B.9) implies

∂|ψ〉
∂f

= − 1

H − E

(

∂H

∂f
− ∂E

∂f

)

|ψ〉 . (B.13)

In Eq. (B.13) one can add |ψ〉 with an arbitrary coefficient. This additional term
will vanish, however, upon substitution in Eq. (B.12). Thus,

∂2E

∂f 2
= − 2

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ϕ− ϕ) 1

H − E (ϕ− ϕ)
∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

. (B.14)

Now one can set f = 0, arriving at

∂2E

∂f 2
= G̃ (p)|p=0 . (B.15)
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The relation (B.15) can be rewritten in terms of derivatives over λ2. To this end we
introduce a new operator η instead of ϕ,

ϕ = η + ϕ0 , ϕ0 =
m2 −

√

m4 + 12λf

6λ
. (B.16)

Then the Hamiltonian does not contain terms linear in η, and one can write

E = E0 +MΦ

(

λ2

M5

)

, (B.17)

E0 =
m2ϕ20
2

+ fϕ0 − λϕ30 , M2 = m2 − 6λϕ0 . (B.18)

Then Eq. (B.15) goes into

G̃(p)
∣

∣

∣

p=0
= − 1

m2
+

9λ2

m8

[

25 (λ2)2
∂2E

∂(λ2)2
+ 35λ2

∂E

∂λ2
− 3E

]

. (B.19)
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AnnotaciÂ

Rassmatriva»tsÂ odnomernye polevye modeli. Esli pri
kakom-libo znake konstanty svÂzi λ spektr ÂvlÂetsÂ nepre-
ryvnym, to rÂd teorii vozmuweni$i dlÂ propagatora rashoditsÂ,
priqem obwi$i qlen rÂda imeet vid n! (αλ)n dlÂ bol~xih n.

1. Da$ison v rabote [1] privel argumenty v pol~zu togo, qto rÂdy
teorii vozmuweni$i v kvantovo$i ®lektrodinamike ÂvlÂ»tsÂ rashodÂwi-
misÂ. On osnovyvalsÂ na tom, qto mir, v kotorom kvadrat zarÂda e2

otricatelen, ne imeet osnovnogo sostoÂniÂ i raspadaetsÂ. Po®tomu
trudno sebe predstavit~, qto takaÂ situaciÂ mo¼et opisyvat~sÂ funk-
ciÂmi analitiqnymi po e2 v toqke e2 = 0.
Tirring [2] issledoval teori» s vzaimode$istviem Lint = λϕ3 i pokazal,

qto rÂd teorii vozmuweni$i dlÂ polÂrizacionnogo operatora rashoditsÂ
v oblasti impul~sov p2 < m2. Pri bol~xih n qleny rÂda ime»t vid

C(αλ)n
(n− 4)!

n2
,

gde C i α — funkcii p2. RassmotrennaÂ Tirringom model~ ÂvlÂetsÂ
primerom neusto$iqivo$i teorii. S pomow~» prÂmogo variacionnogo me-
toda legko pokazat~, qto v modeli net ni¼nego sostoÂniÂ [3].
My poka¼em, qto raspadnost~ sistemy privodit k rashodimosti rÂda

teorii vozmuweni$i v odnomerno$i modeli.

2. Rassmotrim model~, v kotoro$i polevye operatory ϕ zavisÂt
tol~ko ot vremeni, to est~ net prostranstvennyh koordinat. Gamil~to-
nian i odnovremennye perestanovoqnye sootnoxeniÂ ime»t vid

H =
1

2
(ϕ̇)2 +

m2

2
ϕ2 + V (ϕ) , [ϕ(t) , ϕ̇(t)] = i . (1)

¤to — gamil~tonian i perestanovoqnye sootnoxeniÂ obyqnogo kvantovo-
mehaniqeskogo neline$inogo oscillÂtora s qastoto$i ω = m masso$i µ = 1.
Vzaimode$istvie V (ϕ) voz~mëm dlÂ opredelennosti v vide

V (ϕ) = −λϕ3 . (2)

Iz dal~ne$ixego budet vidno, qto rassmotrenie prigodno dlÂ vseh ras-
padnyh vzaimode$istvi$i.
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PovtorÂÂ dokazatel~stvo Tirringa [2] v odnomernom sluqae dlÂ vza-
imode$istviÂ λϕ3, my pridëm k takomu ¼e, kak i v qetyrehmernom vari-
ante, rezul~tatu, to-est~, qto rÂd dlÂ polÂrizacionnogo operatora ras-
hoditsÂ, priqem takim ¼e obrazom. My svÂ¼em ®to s raspadnost~»
sistemy.
Budem rassmatrivat~ priqinnu» funkci» Grina polÂ ϕ. V pred-

stavlenii vzaimode$istviÂ ona opredelÂetsÂ kak

iG(τ) =
(0|T ϕ(τ)ϕ(0)|0)

S00
(3)

gde ϕ(τ) — polevo$i operator v predstavlenii vzaimode$istviÂ. Usredne-
nie idet po matematiqeskomu vakuumu. PredpolagaetsÂ adiabatiqeskoe
vkl»qenie.
Esli my pere$idëm k ge$izenbergovskim operatoram φ(τ), to poluqim

iG(τ) =
(0|S(∞, 0)[T φ(τ)φ(0)]S(0,−∞)|0)

(0|S(∞, 0)S(0,−∞)|0) ,

φ(τ) = S+(τ, 0)ϕ(τ)S(τ, 0) . (4)

3. Obyqno sostoÂnie |ψ〉 = S(0,−∞)|0) sqita»t ravnym fiziqeskomu
vakuumu. Esli fiziqeski$i vakuum suwestvuet, to ®to obespeqivaetsÂ
adiabatiqeskim vkl»qeniem vzaimode$istviÂ. V rassmatrivaemo$i mo-
deli fiziqeskogo vakuuma net, sistema neusto$iqiva. V takih sluqaÂh
matematiqeski$i vakuum pri adiabatiqeskom vkl»qenii vzaimode$istviÂ
perehodit v sootvetstvu»wi$i kvaziuroven~ — sostoÂnie s kompleksno$i
®nergie$i, opisyva»wee raspad. Qtoby pokazat~ ®to my rassmotreli
zadaqu ob oscillÂtore, u kotorogo qastota menÂlas~ so vremenem kak

ω2
(

1− γe−α|t|
)

.

Esli γ > 1, to pri t = 0 oscillÂtor byl perevernut, i fiziqeski$i
vakuum otsutstvoval. De$istvitel~no, okazalos~, qto esli pri t → −∞
my imeli osnovnoe sostoÂnie, to pri t = 0 my prihodim k sostoÂni»,
kotoroye v predele α→ 0 imeet ®nergi»

E = − iω
2

√

γ − 1 ,

i opisyvaet raspad. Podrobnoe rexenie dano v prilo¼enii A.
Interesno otmetit~, qto sostoÂnie (0|S(∞, 0) = 〈ψ| ne poluqaetsÂ

®rmitovym soprÂ¼eniem iz S(0,∞)|0), qto svÂzano s nevypolneniem uslo-
viÂ usto$iqivosti S(∞,−∞)|0) = |0). SostoÂnie 〈ψ| = (0|S(∞, 0) ÂvlÂetsÂ
®rmitovo soprÂ¼ennym k sostoÂni», opisyva»wemu process, obratny$i
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k raspadu. ¤nergiÂ takogo sostoÂniÂ kompleksna soprÂ¼ena k ®nergii
kvaziurovnÂ. Takoe sostoÂnie my v dal~ne$ixem budem nazyvat~ anti-
kvaziurovnem.

4. V prilo¼enii B vyvedena svÂz~ me¼du ®nergie$i sostoÂniÂ |ψ〉
i G(τ)|τ=0 i G(p)|p=0. Zdes~ G(p) — Fur~e-obraz G(τ). Po®tomu dlÂ
izuqeniÂ analitiqeskih svo$istv G(τ)|τ=0 i G(p)|p=0, kak funkcii kon-

stanty svÂzi, dostatoqno ®to sdelat~ dlÂ E(λ2), gde E(λ2) — ®nergiÂ
sostoÂniÂ |ψ〉 = S(0,−∞)|0). Uravnenie dlÂ |ψ〉 takovo

H |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 , H =
ϕ̇2

2
+
m2ϕ2

2
− λϕ3 . (5)

¤to — obyqnoe differencial~noe uravnenie neline$inogo oscillÂtora.
Pri ϕ → −∞ volnovaÂ funkciÂ ψ(ϕ) ®ksponencial~no padaet, a pri
ϕ→∞ imeetsÂ tol~ko vyhodÂwaÂ volna. (My sqitaem λ > 0).
Prodol¼im ψ(ϕ), opredelënnu» dlÂ polo¼itel~nyh λ, na komplek-

snye λ. Togda v (5) λ kompleksno. RazberëmsÂ, qto budet s graniqnymi
usloviÂmi.
Pri polo¼itel~nyh λ

ψ(ϕ) → C√
p
exp

[

i

∫ ϕ

p dϕ

]

, ϕ→ +∞ ,

ψ(ϕ) → C ′

√
p
exp

[

−i
∫ ϕ

p dϕ

]

, ϕ→ −∞ ,

p =
√

2E −m2ϕ2 + 2λϕ3 . (6)

¤to — izvestnye kvaziklassiqeskie asimptotiki. Mo¼no utver¼dat~,
qto ψ(ϕ) imeet ®ti ¼e asimptotiki i dlÂ vseh kompleksnyh λ v verhne$i
poluploskosti parametra λ. De$istvitel~no, poka λ nahoditsÂ v verhne$i
poluploskosti, ψ(ϕ) ®ksponencial~no padaet pri ϕ → ±∞, i rastuwaÂ
®ksponenta ne mo¼et poÂvit~sÂ.
Pere$idem v ploskosti λ s polo¼itel~no$i poluosi na otricatel~nu»

qerez verhn»» poluploskost~. Togda iz (6) vidno, qto posle povorota
ψ(ϕ) ®ksponencial~no padaet pri ϕ→ +∞, a pri ϕ→ −∞ predstavlÂet
sobo$i volnu, beguwu» v Âmu. To-est~, naqav s zadaqi o kvaziurovne, my
prixli k zadaqe ob antikvaziurovne. ¤to oznaqaet, qto funkciÂ E(λ2)
imeet v ploskosti λ2 razrez po polo¼itel~no$i poluosi. Na ®tom razreze
terpit skaqok ImE (λ2).
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z

C

Ris. 1.

Rassmotrim integral
∫

C

dz
E(z)

z − z0
= 2πiE(z0) , z = λ2 , (7)

gde kontur C pokazan na ris. 1. Radius okru¼nosti na ris. 1 raven
∆ , |z0| < ∆. Integral po okru¼nosti ÂvlÂetsÂ analitiqesko$i funkcie$i
dlÂ vseh z0 vnutri okru¼nosti, po®tomu my ne budem ego rassmatrivat~,
tak kak nas interesuet neanalitiqeskaÂ v nule qast~ E(z),

E(z0) =
1

π

∫ ∆

0

dz
ImE(z)

z − z0
. (8)

Iz (8) srazu sleduet razlo¼enie E(z0) v rÂd pri z0 → 0,

E(z0) =
∞
∑

n=0

zn0

(

1

π

∫ ∆

0

dz
ImE(z)

zn+1

)

. (9)

Integraly shodÂtsÂ, tak kak ImE(z) ®ksponencial~no ubyvaet pri z →
0. De$istvitel~no, ImE(λ2) pri λ → 0 proporcional~na ko®fficientu
proho¼deniÂ qerez bar~er

D = exp

[

−2
∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

dϕ
√

m2ϕ2 − 2λϕ3 − 2E

]

.

Integral beretsÂ me¼du dvumÂ toqkami povorota. Pri λ→ 0

D =
α′

√
λ2

exp

[

−β
′m5

λ2
,

]

, (10)

gde α′ i β′ — konstanty.
Tak kak ∆ mo¼no vybrat~ dostatoqno malym, to podstanovka v (9)

ImE(z) =
α√
z
exp

[

−β
z

]
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privedët k ko®fficientam razlo¼eniÂ sovpada»wim s toqnymi pri n→
∞.
Takim obrazom, funkciÂ

E(z0) =
α

π

∫ ∞

0

1√
z

e−β/z

z − z0
dz = C

(

− β
z0

)1/2

Ψ

(

1

2
,
1

2
,− β

z0

)

(11)

imeet takie ¼e ko®fficienty razlo¼eniÂ v predele n→∞, kak i toqnaÂ
E(z). (Dobavlenie integrala ot ∆ do ∞ ne imeet znaqeniÂ, tak kak ®tot
integral daët funkci» analitiqesku» v toqke z0 = 0. Napomnim, qto
Ψ
(

1
2
, 1
2
, x
)

— vyro¼dennaÂ gipergeometriqeskaÂ funkciÂ).

Razlo¼enie E imeet vid

E(z) = C

∞
∑

n=0

(

z

β

)n

Γ

(

n+
1

2

)

. (12)

Tak kak E(λ2) svÂzana s funkcie$i Grina sootnoxeniÂmi (sm. prilo¼enie
V)

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
1

m2

[

E − 5λ2
∂E

∂λ2

]

,

G̃(p)
∣

∣

∣

p=0
= − 1

m2
+

9λ2

m8

[

25 (λ2)2
∂2E

∂(λ2)2
+ 35λ2

∂E

∂λ2
− 3E

]

, (13)

to my prihodim k vyvodu, qto rÂd teorii vozmuweni$i rashoditsÂ, pri-
qem ko®fficienty razlo¼eniÂ faktorial~no rastut pri bol~xih n.
Tem ne menee, rÂd ÂvlÂetsÂ asimptotiqeskim.

5. Soverxenno analogiqnym sposobom mo¼no rassmotret~ drugiye
tipy vzaimode$istvi$i. PonÂtno, qto esli pri vkl»qenii vzaimode$istviÂ
sistema raspadaetsÂ, to mnimaÂ qast~ ®nergii kvaziurovnÂ est~ veliqina
®ksponencial~no malaÂ pri konstante svÂzi stremÂwe$isÂ k nul», qto
privodit k faktorial~nomu rostu ko®fficientov rÂda po stepenÂm kon-
stanty svÂzi. Potencial~nogo bar~era ne budet, esli m = 0. No v ®tom
sluqae integraly teorii vozmuweni$i rashodÂtsÂ na ni¼nem predele.
PredstavlÂet interes vzaimode$istvie V = −λϕ4. Pri λ > 0 ono

sootvetstvuet raspada»we$isÂ sisteme. Prodelav takoe ¼e kak i dlÂ
λϕ3 rassmotrenie, my poluqim qto pri bol~xih n qleny rÂda dlÂ E(λ)
vedut sebÂ kak

C

(

λ

γ

)n

Γ

(

n+
1

2

)

.
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Pri λ < 0 sistema usto$iqiva. No rÂd budet obwim i dlÂ polo¼itel~nyh
λ i dlÂ otricatel~nyh. SituaciÂ voznikaet takogo tipa, kotoru» pred-
polagaet Da$ison dlÂ kvantovo$i ®lektrodinamiki. Interesno, qto vse
qleny rÂda ime»t odin znak v oblasti neusto$iqivosti.
Povidimomu, bol~xinstvo netrivial~nyh teori$i ÂvlÂ»tsÂ neusto$iqi-

vymi pri kako$i-libo faze konstanty svÂzi, qto privodit k asimptotiq-
nosti rÂdov. UravneniÂ teori$i ime»t rexeniÂ neanalitiqnye po kon-
stante svÂzi v nule, pravda, neÂsno, naskol~ko ®ti rexeniÂ fiziqny v
oblasti neusto$iqivosti. Toqka λ = 0 ÂvlÂetsÂ v takih teoriÂh toqko$i
vetvleniÂ i, esli m 6= 0, suwestvenno osobo$i toqko$i.
OstaëtsÂ neÂsnym vopros o svÂzi raspadnosti s rashodimost~» rÂda

v qetyrehmernyh teoriÂh, hotÂ nado otmetit~, qto, esli igra»t rol~
malye prostranstvennye impul~sy, to teoriÂ stanovisÂ odnomerno$i,
odnako trebuet vyÂsneniÂ vliÂnie perenormirovok. Interesno, qto esli
rassmotret~ proizvol~nu» diagrammu qetyrehmerno$i teorii s vnexn-
imi impul~sami ravnymi nul», to legko poluqit~ neravenstvo

∫

1

m2 − p21
...

1

m2 − p2i

∏

d4q ≥ 1

m6i

[
∫

1

m2 − (p01)
2
...

1

m2 − (p0i )
2

∏

dq0
]4

, (14)

gde pk — impul~sy vnutrennih lini$i, q — impul~sy integrirovaniÂ,
p0k — vremennye komponenty. Togda v pravo$i qasti (14) stoit sootvetstvu-
»waÂ odnomernaÂ diagramma, i my mogli by postavit~ minorantu dlÂ
qetyrehmerno$i teorii, esli by ne bylo neobhodimosti perenormiro-
vok.

Prinoxu gluboku» blagodarnost~ V.M. Galickomu za predlo¼enie
temy i rukovodstvo raboto$i. Avtor blagodaren I.B. Hriploviqu za
cennye diskussii.
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Prilo¼enie A

Rassmotrim oscillÂtor u kotorogo qastota menÂetsÂ so vremenem po
zakonu

ω2
(

1− γ e−α|t|
)

.

Nas interesuet razvitie vo vremeni sostoÂniÂ, kotoroe pri t → −∞
stremitsÂ k vakuumu oscillÂtora s qastoto$i ω. Oboznaqim ego qerez
Ψα(t). V predstavlenii vzaimode$istviÂ Ψα(t) udovletvotÂet uravneni»

i
∂Ψα

∂t
= −γω

2

4
e−α|t| x2(t)Ψα , (A.1)

x(t) =
1√
2

[

a+(t) + a−(t)
]

=
a+eiωt + a−e−iωt

√
2

, (A.2)

gde
[a+, a−] = −1 .

Iwem Ψα(t) v vide

Ψα(t) = Kα(t) exp
[

(a+)2fα(t)
]

|0) (A.3)

gde Kα(t) i fα(t) — funkcii vremeni, |0) — vakuum oscillÂtora s
qastoto$i ω, tak qto a|0) = 0. PodstavlÂÂ (A.3) v (A.1) i proizvodÂ
kommutacii, my poluqim qleny s exp((a+)2fα)|0) i s (a+)2 exp((a+)2fα)|0).
PriravnÂv ko®fficienty pri nih nul», my pridëm k uravneniÂm

i
K ′

α

Kα

= −γω
4
e−α|t| (1 + 2fα) , (A.4)

if ′α = −γω
4
e−α|t|

(

e2iωt + 4fα + 4f 2αe
−2iωt

)

, (A.5)

s graniqnym usloviem

fα(t)→ 0 at t→ −∞ .

Budem rassmatrivat~ t < 0 i vvedem novu» funkci» y(t),

fα(t) = −
1

iγω
e(2iω−α)t y

′(t)

y(t)
− 1

iγω

(

−iω +
α

2

)

e(2iω−α)t − 1

2
e2iωt . (A.6)

DlÂ y(t) poluqim uravnenie

y′′ +

[

(

ω +
iα

2

)2

− γω2 eαt
]

y = 0 . (A.7)
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Ego rexenie takovo
y(t) = C1Jν(z) + C2J−ν(z) , (A.8)

gde

ν =
2iω

α
− 1 , z =

2iω
√
γ

α
eαt/2 ,

i Jν(z) — funkciÂ BesselÂ.
Ispol~zuÂ obrawenie fα(t) v nul~ pri t→ −∞, na$idem

fα(t) = −
1

iγω
e(2iω−α)t

[

−iω +
α

2
+
λω

2
eαt +

d(Jν(z))/dt

Jν(z)

]

. (A.9)

Nas interesuet
limα→0Ψα(0) = Ψ(0) .

Vospol~zovavxis~ kvaziklassiqeskimi asimptotikami funkcii BesselÂ
[4], na$idëm

f(0) =
1

γ

[

1− γ

2
+ i
√

γ − 1
]

, γ > 1 ,

f(0) =
1

γ

[

1− γ

2
−
√

1− γ
]

, γ < 1 . (A.10)

Pri γ < 1 my prihodim k osnovnomu sostoÂni» oscillÂtora s qastoto$i
ω
√
1− γ —“fiziqeskomu vakuumu”. Pri γ > 1

Ψ(0) = exp
(

(a+)2f(0)
)

|0)
v x-predstavlenii imeet vid

Ψ(0) = exp

(

iω
√

γ − 1
x2

2

)

. (A.11)

¤to sostoÂnie opisyvaet razletanie qastic iz oblasti naqala koordi-
nat na ±∞. Ego ®nergiÂ ravna

E = − iω
2

√

γ − 1 .

My vidim, qto n = E/ω ÂvlÂetsÂ adiabatiqeskim invariantom i dlÂ
kompleksnyh ω.
Esli rassmotret~ sostoÂnie, kotoroe pri t → ∞ perehodit v vakuum

oscillÂtora s qastoto$i ω, to poluqim, qto pri t = 0 i α→ 0 my imeem
sostoÂnie antikvaziurovnÂ s

E =
iω

2

√

γ − 1 .
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Prilo¼enie V

FunkciÂ Grina v ge$izenbergovskom predstavlenii opredelÂetsÂ kak

iG(τ) =
〈ψ|φ(τ)φ(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 . (B.1)

SvÂz~ me¼du G(τ)|τ=0 i ®nergie$i sostoÂniÂ |ψ〉 izvestna [5]. No dlÂ
polnoty izlo¼eniÂ my eë vyvedem. Uravnenie dlÂ |ψ〉 takovo

(H − E) |ψ〉 = 0 , H =
1

2
ϕ̇2 +

m2

2
ϕ2 − λϕ3 . (B.2)

DifferenciruÂ (V.2) po m2 i umno¼aÂ na 〈ψ| sleva, poluqim

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
〈ψ|φ2(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 = 2

∂E

∂m2
. (B.3)

Iz razmernyh soobra¼eni$i

E = mΦ

(

λ2

m5

)

.

Po®tomu

iG(τ)|τ=0 =
1

m2

(

E − 5λ2
∂E

∂λ2

)

. (B.4)

Vyvedem teper~ svÂz~ E i G(p)|p=0 , gde

G(τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dp

2π
G(p) e−ipτ .

Pre¼de vsego otmetim, qto pri vzaimode$istvii λϕ3

ϕ =
〈ψ|φ(0)|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 6= 0 .

Po®tomu v G(τ) est~ postoÂnnaÂ po τ qast~, ne ime»waÂ fiziqeskogo
smysla, kotoraÂ v p-predstavlenii daët δ(p). Pravil~nee rassma-
trivat~

iG̃(τ) =
T 〈ψ|(φ(τ)− ϕ) (φ(0)− ϕ)|ψ〉

〈ψ|ψ〉 = iG(τ)− ϕ2 . (B.5)

Ispol~zuÂ opredelenie φ(τ) qerez xredingerovskoe ϕ,

φ(τ) = eiHτ ϕ e−iHτ
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imeem

G̃(p) =
1

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ϕ− ϕ)
[

1

p− (H − E − iε) (B.6)

− 1

p+ (H − E − iε)

]

(ϕ− ϕ)
∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

,

G̃(p)
∣

∣

∣

p=0
= − 2

〈ψ|ψ〉

〈

ψ

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ϕ− ϕ) 1

H − E (ϕ− ϕ)
∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ

〉

. (B.7)

zametim, qto iε mo¼no opustit~, tak kak

〈ψ |ϕ− ϕ|ψ〉 = 0 . (B.8)

Vvedem v gamil~tonian qlen fϕ, gde f — parametr. Prodiffenciruem
uravnenie (V.2) dva¼dy po parametru f ,

(H − E)
∂|ψ〉
∂f

+
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2 Edward Shuryak

ARKADY IN SIBERIA

EDWARD SHURYAK

Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of New York,

Stony Brook, NY 11794, USA

These are random recollections on the “middle years” of Arkady’s life in
science, from the late 1960’s to late 1980’s. One cannot write about Arkady in
Siberia without first describing a general atmosphere in the Budker Institute of
Nuclear Physics and Akademgorodok, Novosibirsk, in the 1960’s and 1970’s. I
guess it may be interesting for our international friends and colleagues to learn
about it, and to those who were there at the time, to recall Akademgorodok
once again.

First, about the place. Siberia, with its area of the size of the whole US, is
still poorly populated, and for a reason. Arkady’s parents moved there during
the World War II, fleeing from advancing German troops from their native
Donetsk in Ukraine.

Although there are several large industrial cities in Siberia (e.g. Novosi-
birsk’s population is about 1.5 million) there were no strong universitiesa or
technical schools there until the end of the 1950’s, when Khrushchev, with his
characteristic decisiveness, endorsed construction of one of the world largest
scientific centers. A large variety of research institutes covering all hard sci-
ences are situated there, and a brand new Novosibirsk State University. In the
1960’s, Akademgorodok had a population of about 30 thousand, (eventually it
grew to over 100 thousand) with, perhaps, half of them involved in scientific
research, in one way or another.

Arkady (and his wife Nelly, and many friends) happened to be in the first
graduating class of the newly-born University. I am sure their student years
were very colorful, but I cannot say anything about this because I moved to
Akademgorodok later, in 1964 at age 16, spent my last high-school year in a
FMS (a specialized physics and mathematics school the NSU had established
to attract the brightest), entered the university next year, and met Arkady for
the first time in his capacity of an instructor of the Quantum Mechanics course
(with Prof. S.T. Belyaev as the lecturer) in 1966.

One good thing about this University was that there were practically no
funds for professors’ salaries, and nearly all of them were from research In-

aWell, there was Tomsk University, since the mid-nineteen century, but I met no physicists
from this university so far.
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stitutes. Teaching there simply fell on people who had enough energy to do
it, practically for the fun of it, with salaries being rather symbolic, even by
Russian standards.

Another good thing — following from the first — was that policies to-
ward student curriculum were rather liberal. In order to demonstrate a good
deal of enthusiasm aimed at jump-starting immediate work at the front-line of
science, let me give my own example. In my freshman year I took a course
by Yu.B. Rumer and A.I. Fet “Unitary Symmetries,” on SU(3) and quarks.b

Taking it before quantum mechanics had little sense, but after it, quantum
mechanics looked like an enlightenment sent by God.

I attended many Arkady’s talks and started communicating with him since
about 1967, when I was allowed to attend seminars at the Institute of Nuclear
Physics. It is now called the Budker Institute, and very rightly so: Gersh
Budker indeed managed to build a world-class laboratory in this remote place,
and he did so against quite visible and ever growing hostility towards him on
the part of the Akademgorodok and Novosibirsk local authorities. A pioneer
of electron-electron, electron-positron and proton-antiproton colliders in 1960,
he pointed out already in the mid-1970’s that the future of high energy physics
lay in linear electron colliders.c Perhaps, a less known talent of Budker (which
would be so cherished in this country) was his ability to invent applications of
accelerator technology, produce hardware and make good deals with industry.
Due to this, his institute was, to a large extent, a self-sustaining enterprise.d

Gersh Budker was not only the Director but a true intellectual center of
this Institute. I am sure all of us, who were lucky to communicate with him,
or just hear his talks or lectures. will never forget him. Arkady and myself,
as members of various “round tables” (something like a standing committee
meeting each week at 12, for an hour or more), were seeing him for his last
years, dealing with science, strategic and day-by-day issues as they were coming
along. This is where we learned what physics is all about and how one should
deal with it (yes, of course, with a good joke).

One of the most memorable moments of a strong interaction between Bud-
ker and Arkady happened sometime in the early 1970’s. Budker got fascinated

bNote that the timing of this course was quite remarkable since the year was 1965, just
the next year after seminal Gell-Mann and Ne’eman’s papers.

cThis fact got recognition only this year in the US Long Range Plan.
dI recall that in one of his speeches Panofsky addressed Budker as “a director of a cap-

italistic Institution in a socialistic country”, while he (Panofsky) referred to himself as a
director in the inverse situation— he had to beg for money from the funding agencies all
the time. This feature which was always handy but became crucial for the survival of the
Institute in the early 1990’s when the infrastructure of what remained of the Soviet Union
nearly collapsed.
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then by prospects of studying CP violation in kaon-antikaon system originat-
ing from the φ-meson decayse and started asking theorists a series of pointed
questions, trying to work out an experimental program. Questions were co-
pious and appeared in rapid sequences: basically only Arkady was able to
provide answers, usually right away at the blackboard. It went on for several
months at these weekly meetings, in small installments but with an increasing
sophistication. The audience watched them both in amazement. It was a good
lesson: neither of these two could possibly proceed by himself, and yet doing
it together they worked out a beautiful program of experiments, with fine in-
terplay of Bose statistics, interfering amplitudes and CP violation. Another
lesson: as far as I know, neither Budker nor Arkady cared to write down and
publish what they had done: for them, understanding was enough a reward by
itself.

Let me now come to an important problem which Budker Institute had
in the 1960’s: its theory group lacked its own intellectual center.f However,
as we all know, theoretical physics is transferred mostly as a kind of Olympic
flame, from one leader to the next. Budker knew it, tried to seduce one or
another senior theorist (such as Yakov Zeldovich) but it did not work. Pro-
fessor V.M. Galitsky played this role for a while, but was gone well before
my time. Galitsky was Arkady’s physics adviser. He realized that Arkady
was interested not in many-body theory he could teach him, but, rather, in
high-energy physics. Departing from Novosibirsk, Galitsky managed to “sell”
Arkady to Boris Ioffe.g It was a tremendous piece of luck: it gave Arkady not
only Boris Ioffe as an excellent adviser, but the ability to come regularly to
ITEP, sometimes for an extended time. ITEP had one of the most established
theory groups in Russia, hand-picked by Landau and Pomeranchuk, with a
large number of young and active people. They became Arkady’s life-long
collaborators and friends.

Some ITEP theorists were allowed to go to international conferences. Upon
return, they would bring news which were then reported at ITEP seminars and
discussed at length. Thus, on a large number of occasions, it was Arkady (a
frequent visitor to ITEP) who told us what was happening in the world. And
there were plenty of things to discuss: the emergence of the Weinberg-Salam

eAgain, this was way before anybody else thought of this possibility; even now, thirty
years later, this is not yet done but is supposed to be done at Frascati. Similar physics could
be studied at b factories, another project developed early in Budker’s Institute.

fEventually S. Belyaev, V. Baier, I. Khriplovich, B. Chirikov and others created schools
of their own, but that took time.

gIoffe recalled that it was a not-so-well-heard phone conversation he received in a noisy
corridor of his then-“communal” apartment; Ioffe just did not managed to say “no”. He did
not regret this later, as far as I could tell.
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model, then QCD, then the “November Revolution” of 1974 when J/ψ was
discovered. Yulik Khriplovich and Arkady Vainshtein’s review in Uspekhi,h on
gauge theories of weak interactions, was an example of how close they were
to the front-line of research, and how well prepared they were for applica-
tions of all these new theories. Celebrated “penguin diagrams” by Arkady and
collaborators were a prime example of this era.

Now I should describe my interactions with Arkady in the late 1970’s,
when the celebrated QCD sum rules appeared, focusing the thoughts of many
on the mysteries of nonperturbative QCD. In 1976-1978 I completed my first
set of finite-temperature QCD papers, and thought I was ready to jump into
the game. However, running after the Vainshtein-Zakharov-Shifman trio was
not an easy thing, even with generous explanations which I could always get
from Arkady. Only one of my QCD-sum-rule-related papers got any notice,
the 1981 one,i which was the first occurrence of the“heavy quark symmetry”.

As a part of my efforts to catch up with these guys, I convinced Arkady
to work with me on a project close to QCD sum rules, the so called higher-
twist effects in deep inelastic scattering. We wrote two papers,j both quite
reasonably cited in the literature now, but both having a completely negligible
effect then. These papers had interesting physics points, but mostly were about
derivation of some lengthy general formulae for these effects. Obviously, I was
not very useful in that, frankly just a drag to Arkady, who knew how to deal
with technical problems en route. His view however was that if there were two
authors, both should independently derive all formulae, from the beginning to
the very end, and only then compare the whole thing. After I weeded out all my
mistakes in derivation of the operator expansion expressions and thought it was
finally over, Arkady announced that without radiative corrections responsible
for the mixing of the operators under consideration, the paper was incomplete
and could not be published. It was the first time in my life I had to deal with
a “perfectionist”-type theorist. It was not an easy experience. What added to
frustration is that after a very influential (at least for me) paperk of the same
trio plus Novikov entitled “Are all hadrons alike?” which appeared at the same

hA.I. Vainshtein and I.B. Khriplovich, Renormalizable Models of the Electromagnetic and

Weak Interactions, Uspekhi Fiz. Nauk, 112, 685 (1974) [Soviet Physics - Uspekhi, 17, 263
(1974)].

iE. V. Shuryak, Hadrons Containing a Heavy Quark and QCD Sum Rules Nucl. Phys.
B 198, 83 (1982).

jE. V. Shuryak and A. I. Vainshtein, Theory Of Power Corrections To Deep Inelastic

Scattering In Quantum Chromodynamics. Parts 1 and 2, Nucl. Phys. B 199, 451 (1982),
and Nucl. Phys. B 201, 141 (1982).

kV.A. Novikov, M.A. Shifman, A.I. Vainshtein, and V.I. Zakharov, Nucl. Phys. B191,
301 (1981).
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time, we both knew that there was much more in the QCD vacuum than any
operator product expansion could explain. And we both realized that, doing
the same expansion but inside the nucleon, one could not possibly come to a
different conclusion. The lesson I would like to deduce from this part of the
story is that it almost never pays to join already existing development and
simply widen its applications. It is much more instructive to think about its
limitations and deep origins of these limitations.

To go back to a lighter part, Arkady was also my first teacher in down-
hill skiing. (In this case, as in science, he is not responsible for my bad style.)
Unlike in physics, in this case he only considered it important to get a newcomer
on the lifts and get him/her as high as he/she may be fooled to go. Then he
would give primary instructions and, convinced that the person would know
by himself/herself how to fall in a proper time and has enough common sense
not to get killed, would happily disappear.

Of course, the Siberian flats around Novosibirsk were not suited for down-
hill skiing, so Arkady’s instruction took place at Bakuriani Winter School in
Georgia.l The same is true for many people in the room: let as recall and thank
the Bakuriani School organizers once again. I recall, once we came to the slope,
on top of a large truck as usual, but that day there was a problem with the lift.
All except Arkady (and Pontecorvo Jr.) disappointedly went back: these two
were not intimidated at all, they climbed the mountain Kokhta (not a small
one) twice this day, with skis and boots and other heavy stuff in their hands,
and happily glided down. I mention this episode because, obviously, Arkady’s
attitude toward scientific problems is exactly the same.

Many good features of Arkady has been discussed: now let me come to
“problems”. Arkady had no students, at least during the Novosibirsk years
(and perhaps, beyond). A simplistic theory of this phenomenon goes as follows:
Arkady is not patient enough, he solves any problem he can think of too quickly,
he does not need a student to slow him down. I think the true explanation
is the opposite: my observation was he has infinite time and infinite patience.
Explaining something, Arkady simply cannot stop until he is convinced the
other person got it, to the tiniest detail. It may go on for hours or days,
and Arkady will put away any part of his own work to do so. But as one
very seasoned person (in a good sportish shape then) told me, after physics
conversations with Arkady he used to have strong headaches. Another one
went as far as to suggest that after such conversations one always has a feeling
of being hit by a passing truck.

This leads me to a final proposition. Arkady: your noble age notwithstand-

lI mean here Georgia in the former Soviet Union. How can we forget the famous statement
from a local Georgian lift operator: “Physicist? Then pay.”
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ing, please proceed with the intensity you like. Still, please, take it somewhat
easier on others...



OF A SUPERIOR BREED

VLADIMIR ZELEVINSKY

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Michigan State University,

East Lancing, MI 48824, USA

To me Arkady always seemed to be a striking and extremely impressive
sample of a human breed, an evidence for the existence of a person who very
naturally reached a summit of human abilities.

I got acquainted with him (and Nelly) almost 40 years ago, in the fall of
1962. I was not particularly close to him at that time. But I remember very
well that Professor Viktor M. Galitsky, a wise man and excellent physicist
himself, was of an extremely high opinion of Arkady, his new Siberian student.
Various conversations inevitably used to end in a comparison of Arkady with
several Moscow graduates who came to Siberia with Galitsky. Sure enough,
this comparison was not in favor of the Muscovites, although some of them
later made quite successful careers in theoretical physics.

I can honestly say (and I am sure that this is not only my opinion) that
very soon we accepted and got used to the fact that Arkady was stronger,
deeper, smarter, and so on, than anybody else in our circle. This was merely
a fact of life. Later Arkady became really a legendary figure, omnipotent
and omni-knowledgeable, capable of helping in any problem related to physics,
science at large, and everyday life ...

I have never worked with Arkady directly, as a co-author. My mem-
ory keeps, however, a few interesting “snapshots.” They reflect two types of
Arkady’s behavior in response to my rather frequent attempts to seek Arkady’s
advice regarding particular scientific problems (I know that other people had
quite similar experiences too). I do not remember anymore which questions
were raised. This is not so important, after all. What is important is that
Arkady’s response was always either of one type or another. Either he would
immediately know the correct answer (or the problem was so stupid that the
answer was trivial right from the start, from his standpoint, of course). In this
case he would start his reply with something like that:

— “Of course, you very well understand yourself that... ”

And in a few minutes the author of the question would be forced to confess
that, certainly, the answer was absolutely clear, and that this transparency was
obvious even before the question was asked ...

A little bit different (and more rare) version of the situation was that

8
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Arkady would not know the answer immediately. This could happen if the
question was related to a scientific area remote from Arkady’s current interests.
Then one could have enjoyed the most remarkable performance: Arkady would
switch on his phenomenal thinking machine , starting from scratch, frequently
on blackboard. Usually the desired answer would be found very quickly. It
would happen so naturally that the inquirer would usually get puzzled: why
the hell he was unable to arrive at the same result by himself. The immediate
punishment for weaker intellectual abilities was unavoidable: Arkady would go
into all details and consequences, often far away from the original question,
and continue his explanations to the point when the inquirer would become
fully exhausted and unable to grasp anything ...

My memoir would not be complete without at least a few words on Arkady
in everyday life. I remember, for instance, that one nice morning we woke up
in an apartment of Victor Chernyak in the East-Siberian city of Irkutsk, on the
shore of the famous Lake Baikal, where there was a conference. We stayed there
overnight — Arkady, myself and my young sister-in-law who traveled with me
to tour Lake Baikal. And, gosh, this morning was special — I am sorry to say,
something happened to the sewer system in Chernyak’s apartment building,
and a part of sewage water gushed out to the floor from nowhere. We discovered
this disaster after waking up, when the disaster had already happened. Arkady
was the only person who did not lose his spirit in this tragicomic situation, and
organized, in a business-like manner, our damage control operation in the most
efficient way, using all available improvised means.

Women see and evaluate things differently, they have another kind of vi-
sion. That’s why I want to conclude my mini-essay by a passage written by
my wife Vera:

“Arkady is a truly outstanding person, outstanding in all meanings of this
word, including his appearance. He is immediately singled out in the crowd,
everybody says that.

What makes Arkady so remarkable? First and foremost, his outstanding
intelligence. This is obvious. There is something else, however. Each facet of
his personality is bright: absolute selflessness, optimism without limits, almost
childish ... No matter what he does — physics research, hiking, wrestling with
computers — he does it with full concentration, leaving everything else aside,
forgetting about the outside world, his family including. Everyone who had
the pleasure of hiking, skiing or dancing with Arkady at least once will confirm
this. I cannot forget a sauna festival Arkady and Nelly once arranged at their
dacha near Novosibirsk. Lots of people came, they were so different and so
sincere, as probably never before. I think, that was due to an atmosphere of a
“festival of life” ... Arkady made it happen. I asked Nelly how she could cope
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with such pace of life.
— Sometimes I get tired, terribly tired, she answered. My housewife’s side

has to be sacrificed. So what? We are always surrounded by great people. We
will never be alone.

By the way, the very same fall Arkady was repairing something on the roof
of their dacha cottage, broke it and fell through. Luckily, there were no dire
consequences.

Sincerity — that’s Arkady’s precious gift attracting to him all of us. We
all remember how hard it was to survive back there. One could not survive
without support of one’s friends. And Arkady was very generous with his
support. A long time ago we were moving from one apartment to another.
Arkady immediately volunteered to be a mover. I remember him grabbing a
refrigerator, putting it on his back and crawling with it to the second floor of
our new apartment building. He did it alone. Then he found out that our kids
had already gone to bed by the time he was done with the refrigerator. He
just dropped by their bedroom, and in a second it exploded, a joyful chorus
of of three happy “piglets.” My “piglets” were happy. Absolute sincerity is
the advantage of children. There are not so many adults who have it to that
extent. This is God’s gift to Arkady, perhaps even more precious than his
intellect.”



DEFYING ZENO’S PROCEDURE

VALENTIN SOKOLOV

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, University,

East Lancing, MI 48824, USA

It is somewhat strange but, in spite of my quite vivid memory of Arkady’s
excellent personality and many conversations and discussions I had with him,
I cannot recall anything reasonably coherent. There were very few amusing or
funny incidents since he was always wise and did everything so well. Still it
is my feeling that, being very certain and resolute in his scientific judgments,
he may look rather indecisive in everyday life and sometimes just sinks in all
those ”from the one hand..., but from the other...”.

I remember how I heard of Arkady for the first time. Roald Sagdeev
was one of the examiners at Novosibirsk University (most probably, this was
an examination in classical electrodynamics). After the examination Sagdeev
shared with us his impressions. He repeatedly suggested the same problem
to many students and nobody was able to solve it. The problem contained a
sequence of events, and the question was what will be the result after a great
many steps. Roald knew a trick which allowed one to obtain the result in
a rather economic way. There was only one student in class who solved the
problem correctly though by a lengthy direct summation. Of course, this was
Arkady. However, the most memorable was Roald’s sad tone when he pensively
said:

—“ Well, hmm, this student solves any problem he is asked to.”

Alas, I cannot recall now the problem itself...

Another episode, I am afraid, can be interesting only to a narrow circle of
people. After one of our traditional tea-and-cake gatherings on the “theoretical
floor” at the Budker Institute, (that’s where all theorists had their offices) a
good piece of cake was left over and brought to Pavel Isaev’s office. I happened
to be in this office at that time, and watched people entering from time to time.
Everybody would bashfully cut off a half of the remaining piece, leaving another
half to the next newcomer —- exactly Zeno’s procedure! I made a comment,
something about how considerate people in our small theoretical community
were. Almost immediately after my comment, Arkady entered the office and
made the entire procedure convergent in one step — just by swallowing the
whole remaining piece! And he could not understand why everybody bursted
into laughter so loudly....

11
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With Arkady everything always was quite normal. He is excellent and
that is it. Isn’t this strange? He is really an absolutely remarkable person.
And everybody remembers his brilliance rather than some particular amusing
events.



REMINISCENCES IN PASTELSm

M. SHIFMAN

Theoretical Physics Institute, University of Minnesota

Minneapolis MN 55455, USA

Glimpses of ITEP

For about twenty years, I was a member of the ITEP theory group. ITEP was
more than an institute. It was our refuge where the insanity of the surrounding
reality was, if not eliminated, was reduced to a bearable level. Doing physics
there was something which gave a meaning to our lives, making it interesting
and even happy. Our theory group was like a large family. As in any family, of
course, this did not mean that everybody loved everybody else, but we knew
that we had to stay together and to rely on each other, no matter what, in
order to survive and to be able to continue doing physics. This was considered
by our teachers to be the most important thing, and this message was always
being conveyed, in more than one way, to young people joining the group. We
had a wonderful feeling of stability in our small brotherhood. A feeling so rare
in the western laboratories where a whirlpool of postdocs, visitors, sabbatical
years come and go, there are a lot of new faces, and a lot of people whom you
do not care so much about.

The rules of survival were quite strict. First, seminars – what is now
known worldwide as the famous Russian-style seminars. The primary goal
of the speaker was to explain to the audience his or her results, not merely
to advertise them. And if the results were nontrivial, or questionable or just
unclear points would surface in the course of the seminar, the standard two
hours were not enough to wind up. Then the seminar could last for three
or even four hours, until either everything was clear or complete exhaustion,
whichever came first. I remember one seminar in Leningrad in 1979, when
Gribov was still there, which started at eleven in the morning. A lunch break
was announced from two to three, and then it continued from three till seven
in the evening.

In ITEP we had three, sometimes more, theoretical seminars a week. The
most important were a formal seminar on Mondays, and an informal coffee

mThe first part of this article is an abbreviated version of the Foreword to M. Shifman,
ITEP Lectures on Particle Physics and Field Theory, (World Scientific, 1999).
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seminar which at first took place every Friday at 5 o’clock, when the official
work day was over, but later was shifted to Thursdays,at the same time. Usu-
ally, these were by far the most exciting events of the week. The leaders and
the secretaries of the seminars were supposed to find exciting topics, either by
recruiting ITEP or other “domestic” authors, or, quite often, by picking up
a paper or a preprint from the outside world and asking somebody to learn
and report the work to the general audience. This duty was considered to be
a moral obligation. The tradition dated back to the time when Pomeranchuk
was the head of the theory group, and its isolation had been even more se-
vere than during my times. As a matter of fact, in those days there were no
preprints, and getting fresh issues of Physical Review or Nuclear Physics was
not taken for granted at all. When I, as a student, joined the group – this was
a few years after Pomeranchuk’s death – I was taken, with pride, to the Pomer-
anchuk memorial library, his former office where a collection of his books and
journals was kept. Every paper, in every issue, was marked by Chuk’s hand
(that’s how his students and colleagues would refer to him), either with a mi-
nus or a plus sign. If there was plus, there would also be the name of one of
his students who had been asked to “dig into” the paper and give a talk for
everyone’s benefit. This was not the end of the story, however. Before the
scheduled day of the seminar, Pomeranchuk would summon the speaker-to-be
to his office to give a pre-talk to him alone, so that he could judge whether
the subject had been worked out with sufficient depth and that the speaker
was “ripe enough” to face the general audience and their blood-thirsty ques-
tions. In my time, the secretaries of the seminars were less inclined to sacrifice
themselves to that extent, but, still, it was not uncommon that pre-talks were
arranged for unknown, young or inexperienced speakers.

Scientific reports of the few chosen to travel abroad for a conference or
just to collaborate for a while with western physicists, were an unquestionable
element of the seminar routine. The attendance of an international conference
by A or B by no means was considered as a personal matter of A and B
alone. Rather, these rare lucky guys were believed to be our ambassadors,
and were supposed to represent the whole group. In practical terms, this
meant that once you had made your way to a conference, you could be asked
to present important results of other members of the group. Moreover, you
were supposed to attend as many talks as physically possible, including those
which did not exactly belong to your field, make extensive notes and then,
after returning home, deliver an exhaustive report of all new developments
discussed, all interesting questions raised, rumors, etc.

The scientific rumors, as well as nonscientific impressions, were like an
exotic dessert, usually served after nine. I remember that, after his first visit
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to the Netherlands, Simonov mentioned that he was very surprised to see a lot
of people on the streets just smiling. He said he could not understand why they
looked so relaxed. Then he added that he finally figured out why: “... because
they were not concerned with building communism...” This remark almost
immediately became known to “Big Brother” who was obviously watching us
this evening, as usual, and it cost Simonov a few years of sudden “unexplainable
allergy” to any western exposure. His “health condition”, of course, would not
allow him to accept any invitation to travel there. I cannot help mentioning
another curious episode with Big Brother. Coffee, which we used to have
during the coffee seminars, was prepared in turn, by all members of the group.
Once, when it was Ioffe’s turn, he brought a small bottle of cognac and added
a droplet or two in every cup. I do not remember why, perhaps, it was his
birthday or something like that. That was Friday evening. Very early on the
next Monday morning, he was summoned to the corresponding ITEP branch
office to give explanations concerning his “obviously subversive activities”!

The coffee seminars typically lasted till nine, but sometimes much later,
for instance, in the stormy days of the November revolution in 1974. The
few months following the discovery of J/ψ were the star days of QCD and,
probably, the highest emotional peak of the ITEP theory group. Never were
the mysteries of physics taken so close to our hearts as then. There was a
spontaneously arranged team of enthusiasts working practically nonstop. A
limit to our discussions was set only by the schedule of the Moscow metro –
those who needed to catch the last train had to be leaving before 1 a.m.

The ITEP seminars were certainly one of the key elements in shaping the
principles and ideals of our small community, but not the only one. The pro-
cess of selecting students who could eventually grow up into particle theorists
played a crucial role and was, probably, as elaborate as the process of becom-
ing a knight of the British crown. Every year we had about 20 new students,
at the level roughly corresponding to that of graduate students in American
universities. They came mostly from the Moscow Institute for Physics and
Technology, a small elite institution near the city, a counterpart of MIT in the
States. Some students were from the Moscow Engineering and Physics Insti-
tute, and a few from the Moscow State University. They were offered (actually,
obliged to take) such a spectrum of courses in special disciplines which I have
never heard of anywhere else in the world: everything from radiophysics and
accelerator physics; several levels of topics in quantum mechanics, including
intricacies of theory of scattering; radiation theory and nuclear physics; math-
ematical physics (consisting of several separate parts); not less than three
courses in particle phenomenology (weak, electromagnetic and strong inter-
actions); quantum electrodynamics, numerous problem-solving sessions, etc.
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And yet, only those who successfully passed additional examinations, cover-
ing the famous course of theoretical physics by Landau and Lifshitz, were
allowed, after showing broad erudition and ingenuity in solving all sorts of
tricky problems, to join the theory group. Others were supposed to end up
as experimentalists or engineers. Needless to say, the process of passing these
examinations could take months, even years, and was notoriously exhausting,
but there was never a lack of volunteers trying their luck. They were always
seen around Ter-Martirosian and Okun who were sort of responsible for the
program. It should be added that the set of values to be passed from the el-
ders to the young generations included the idea that high energy physics is an
experimental science that must be very closely related to phenomena taking
place in nature. Only those theoretical ideas which, at the end of the day,
could produce a number which could be confronted with phenomenology were
cherished. Too abstract and speculative constructions, and theoretical phan-
toms, were not encouraged, to put it mildly. The atmosphere was strongly
polarized against what is now sometimes called “theoretical theory”. Even
extremely bright students, who were too mathematically oriented, like, say,
Vadim Knizhnik, were having problems in passing these examinations. Vadim,
by the way, never made it to the end, got upset and left ITEP. Well, nothing
is perfect in this world, and I do not want to make an impression that the
examination routine in the ITEP theory group was without flaws.

The ITEP theory group was large – about 50 theorists – and diverse.
Moreover, it was a natural center of attraction for the whole Moscow particle
physics community. Living in the capital of the last world empire had its
advantages. There is no question, it was the evil empire, but what was good,
as it usually happens with any empire, all intellectual forces tended to cluster
in the capital. So, we had a very dynamic group where virtually every direction
was represented by at least several theorists, experts in the given field. If you
needed to learn something new, there was an easy way to do it, much faster and
more efficient than through reading journals or textbooks. You just needed
to talk to the right person. Educating others, sharing your knowledge and
expertise with everybody who might be interested, was another rule of survival
in our isolated community. In such an environment, different discussion groups
and large collaborations were naturally emerging all the time, creating a strong
and positive coherent effect. The brain-storming sessions used to produce,
among other results, a lot of noise, so once you were inside the old mansion
occupied by the theorists, it was very easy to figure out which task force was
where – just step out in the corridor and listen. And, certainly, all these
sessions were open to everybody.

The isolation of the ITEP theory group had a positive side effect. Every-
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body, including the youngest members, could afford to work on problems not
belonging to the fashion of the day, without publishing a single line for a year
or two. Who cared about what we were doing there anyway? This was okay.
On the other hand, it was considered indecent to publish results of dubious
novelty, incomplete results (of the status report type) or just papers with too
many words per given number of formulae. Producing dense papers was a
norm. This style, which was probably perceived by the outside readers as a
chain of riddles, is partly explained by tradition, presumably dating back to
the Landau times. It was also due to specific Soviet conditions, where every-
thing was regulated, including the maximal number of pages any given paper
could have. Compressing derivations and arguments to the level considered
acceptable, was an art which had its grandmasters.

It is high time for Arkady to appear on these pages. Arkady Vainshtein
was especially good at inventing all sorts of tricks which allowed him to squeeze
in extra formulae with very few explanatory remarks. I remember that in 1976,
when we were working on the large JETP paper on penguins in weak decays,n

we had to make 30 pages out of the original 60-page preprint version, and he
managed to do that without losing any equations and even inserting a few
extra ones! This left a strong impression on me.

By the way, about penguins. From time to time students ask how this word
could possibly penetrate high energy physics. This is a funny story indeed. The
first paper where the graphs that are now called penguins were considered in
the weak decays appearedo in JETP Letters in 1975, and there they did not
look like penguins at all. Later on they were made to look like penguins:

and called penguins by John Ellis. Here is his story as he recollects it himself.

nBy “we” I mean Zakharov, Vainshtein and myself. Arkady Vainshtein had a permanent
position at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk. He commuted between
Moscow and Novosibirsk for many years, and was considered, essentially, as a member of
the ITEP theory group. The large penguin paper was published in Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 72

(1977) 1275 [Sov. Phys. JETP 45 (1977) 670].
oA. Vainshtein, V. Zakharov and M. Shifman, Pis’ma ZhETF 22 (1975) 123 [JETP Lett.

22 (1975) 55].
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“Mary K. [Gaillard], Dimitri [Nanopoulos] and I first got interested in what
are now called penguin diagrams while we were studying CP violation in the
Standard Model in 1976... The penguin name came in 1977, as follows.

In the spring of 1977, Mike Chanowitz, Mary K and I wrote a paper on
GUTs predicting the b quark mass before it was found. When it was found
a few weeks later, Mary K, Dimitri, Serge Rudaz and I immediately started
working on its phenomenology. That summer, there was a student at CERN,
Melissa Franklin who is now an experimentalist at Harvard. One evening, she,
I and Serge went to a pub, and she and I started a game of darts. We made
a bet that if I lost I had to put the word penguin into my next paper. She
actually left the darts game before the end, and was replaced by Serge, who
beat me. Nevertheless, I felt obligated to carry out the conditions of the bet.

For some time, it was not clear to me how to get the word into this b quark
paper that we were writing at the time. Then, one evening, after working at
CERN, I stopped on my way back to my apartment to visit some friends living
in Meyrin where I smoked some illegal substance. Later, when I got back to
my apartment and continued working on our paper, I had a sudden flash that
the famous diagrams look like penguins. So we put the name into our paper,
and the rest, as they say, is history.”

A few touches on Arkady’s portrait

You can view the previous part as an extended introduction intended to convey
a flavor of the epoch. Of course, it would be better if I could write about the
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk, of which Arkady was a permanent
member. This institution was a remarkable phenomenon in the USSR. I do
not think it had parallels. Budker was running it on a unique fuel, a mixture
of east and west, capitalist entrepreneurship and communist reality, the usual
Russian sloppiness and equally usual creativity. I heard many incredible leg-
ends about it from Khriplovich, Eidelman, Zolotorev and others. It is a pity
that neither of them volunteered to put these stories in writing. I was in this
Institute perhaps a dozen of times. Each time it was a short visit, however
— from a few days to a couple of weeks — too short a time to become an in-
sider. Writing a glorious chronicle of the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics,p

with all anecdotal evidence (which does deserve to be preserved for the future
generations) included, is a task for other people.

As I have already mentioned, Arkady Vainshtein was considered, essen-
tially, as a member of the ITEP theory group. He would visit two or three

pIn the 1970’s Budker was still alive, and one could hardly even dream that a time would
come when the Institute, his child, would bear his name.
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times a year, each time staying for a a month or more. The 1974/75 academic
year was special. Arkady’s daughter Tanya got sick: an awkward move during
a physical exercise led to a spine injury. Out of all clinics in the USSR only one
could provide necessary medical treatment. Sure enough, this was a Moscow
clinic. It was very hard to get her admitted to this clinic for treatment, but
Budker made it happen. He gave a one-year paid leave of absence to Arkady,
and sent him to Moscow. For me it was a blessing in disguise.

It was Arkady and Valya Zakharov who got me involved, in earnest, in
quantum chromodynamics. This happened in the late fall or winter of 1973,
in the very beginning of my PhD work. This involvement shaped my entire
career.

Arkady is a deep thinker. He is the deepest thinker of all people I am
closely acquainted with. When he gets seriously interested in a certain physics
problem — let us call it “problem A” — his mind sends a powerful urge to
start digging. The outside world ceases to exist, the work continues almost on
the 24/7 basis. A sophisticated fantasmagoric construction gradually emerges
in Arkady’s mind. Being left to himself, he would never return back. The
problem A would lead to a set of subproblems a1, a2, and so on, which, in
turn, would continuously evolve into a set of sub-subproblems α1`, α2`, etc.
Let alone related problems B, C, D, ... The fractal nature of such an approach
requires from Arkady a noncommensurate amount of time and effort. A little
baroque exercise at level α whose impact on the general picture is minute,
is as important to him as everything else. It may take weeks or months.
Nevermind. Being left to himself, Arkady would never say: “this is the answer,
I pause here to let other people know of what I have achieved.” For him, the
pleasure of finding out how things work is sufficient by itself. You may call
him superperfectionist. Yes, that’s the right word, extreme perfectionist.

Only strong external impulses can extract him from the deepening fractal
structure of his making. The onset of the vacation season may serve as such
an impulse. Another option is to distract him by suggesting a new and more
challenging problem. In this latter case the attraction of the new problem must
be overwhelming, to overcome the inertia of the original motion.

Upon forced return from the n-th intellectual journey, nothing can be
taken for granted with Arkady. Even a solid baggage of results and insights
acquired en route is no guarantee that the corresponding paper will ever see
the light of the day. To make a decision to start writing a paper is a torture
for Arkady. Even more so the process of writing. Every research project, its
merits notwithstanding, has loose ends and dark corners. At the discussion
stage everything is volatile, up in the air. What was a loose end today might
find a perfect match tomorrow. But when you put this on paper, this is
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it. Every string of Arkady’s superperfectionist ego protests. The necessity to
document things before they are fully complete (and they never are) burns
Arkady out. Literally.

I remember a funny story that happened in 1982. We were working on a
large project entitled Two-Dimensional Sigma Models: Modeling Nonpertur-

bative Effects of Quantum Chromodynamics.q A motivation for this project
was “donated” to us by Sasha Polyakov. As usual, Sasha had a wealth of
interesting calculations in his treasure trove which he did not consider to be
important enough to warrant publication. In a private discussion he made a
remark which turned Arkady on. At that time we were excited about the gluon
condensate which we had introduced just a few years earlier.r Polyakov said:

“Look, guys, both G2

µν in Yang-Mills and (∂µ~n)
2 in the O(3) sigma model

are negatively defined in the Euclidean. And in general, these theories are very
similar. You claim that the gluon condensate is positive. I found 〈(∂µ~n)

2〉 in
the sigma model, and I am certain that this condensate is negative. How
come?”

The work on this project lasted for over a year; by 1983 the material
accumulated became so vast it was hard to manage. A paper was drafted in
Moscow and was sent to Arkady, who at that time was in Novosibirsk. He was
supposed to read the draft, make any corrections/alterations he wanted, and
then return it back.

When I say the paper was drafted I mean it. It was a hand-written
manuscript. We had no access to photocopying machines. The copy sent
to Novosibirsk (through a reliable person, certainly not by mail) was the only
one.

In the subsequent telephone conversations Arkady seemed to deliberately
avoid this topic. This went on and on. In half a year I came to Novosibirsk,
and discovered the truth.

Arkady would carry the draft in his briefcase — in the morning from his
home to office, where he would put it on his desk, open and look in desperation
at all those disgusting logical leaps, omissions and other shortcomings which
are unavoidable in the first draft, being unable to delve there, postponing
the beginning of the work till the evening, when he would carry the draft in
the opposite direction. Next day — the same story ... One night something
happened in his garage, which required an immediate intervention. There was
no electricity there and Arkady had to make an improvised torch. He fished
out a few sheets of paper from his briefcase to lighten the place. In haste he
did not notice that this was a good portion of the unlucky draft. When it was

qV. Novikov, M. Shifman, A. Vainshtein, and V. Zakharov, Phys. Rept. 116 (1984) 103.
rM. Shifman, A. Vainshtein, and V. Zakharov, Nucl. Phys. B 147 (1979) 385.
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all over, he was just afraid to tell us of what had happened. It was Nelly who
told me about the burnt manuscript when I came to Novosibirsk.

Well, they say manuscripts do not burn. It took us about a year to produce
a new one. I hasten to add that a new version was much better than previous.
Arkady’s misadventure turned out to be a blessing in disguise.

By the way, I have just mentioned the telephone conversations. Physics
issues were discussed in the telephone conversations with Arkady on a regular
basis. That’s how we worked together. It was not allowed to call long distance
from ITEP (at least, it was not allowed to me). So, I had to call from my
home phone. As a result, my phone bills exceeded any reasonable number I
could afford. (What I could afford was close to zero, if not negative, anyway).
The large JETP paper on penguins was done essentially in the telephone mode.
After that my wife revolted. I had to limit phone physics from my home phone
to one hour a week at most. Fortunately, by that time Arkady discovered that
Budker’s policy on long-distance calls was much more liberal than that of ITEP
— Arkady could call us from his office with very mild limitations.

In retrospect, trying to summarize what was typical for our scientific and
nonscientific interactions over the years, I see, first of all, endless and very

exhausting (but very fulfilling, too) discussions of various physics issues. My
collaboration with Arkady lasts for almost 30 years. He was and still is one of
my teachers. I am happy that I had the opportunity to discuss with him all
aspects of high energy physics an almost infinite number of times.

I see, very clearly in my memory, other episodes too. For instance, guess
what was the major concern of esteemed Professor Arkady Vainshtein each
time he would come to Moscow, towards the end of his visit? He always
had a huge backpack with him. Real huge. And each time before returning
home to Novosibirsk he used to spend two or three days hunting for food and
other basic necessities (such as toothpaste, razor blades and the like), which
in the 1980’s could still be found, from time to time, in Moscow but were
obliterated in Novosibirsk stores. I close my eyes and see him leaving, with
his backpack (weighing, perhaps, 30 kilos) full of oranges, cheese, shoes for his
lovely daughters and other similar exotic stuff which was not considered by
communists to be vitally important for the survival of the country.

The shortage (or, better to say, almost complete absence) of everything
in Novosibirsk had a positive side effect on scientific aspirations and careers
of the Siberian physicists. First of all, nothing distracted young people from
work. More importantly, there was a primitive but very powerful direct rela-
tion between one’s promotion and one’s nutrition. Basic goods were rationed
and delivered to the Novosibirsk scientific community through a system of the
so-called distribution centers closed to general public. One’s scientific stand-
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ing was in one-to-one correspondence with the access to higher-level centers.
Young researchers at the pre-PhD stage were entitled to next-to-nothing. Get-
ting PhD was a step forward. PhD holders (in Russian they are called “Candi-
dates of Science”) could get meat and other protein-rich products. Of course,
the amount was very limited, which kept them aggressive in their research
work. (And young people should do research aggressively, I think everybody
will agree.) Here it should be explained that the academic hierarchy in Russia
follows the German rather than the Anglo-American pattern. An approximate
equivalent of PhD in the US is the Candidate of Science degree. The highest
academic degree, doctoral, is analogous to the German Habilitation. The doc-
toral dissertation is usually prepared at a mature stage of the academic career;
only a fraction of the Candidate degree holders make it to the doctoral level.
Well, defending the doctoral dissertation was a major leap, opening access to
a distribution center almost as good as the one for Academicians. Doctors of
Science were supposed to have meat in their diet on a regular basis.

I do not really know whether this long digression belongs here. Upon
reflection, I decided to keep it because it gives an idea of the environment in
which Arkady lived and worked for many years.

In spite of our 30 friendly years, surprisingly, I cannot say that I know
Arkady well, beyond physics. Complicated processes take place deep inside
him, and one can only guess of what is going on from rare outbursts. Perhaps,
I have a general idea, but details and nuances are blurred ... The only thing of
which I am certain, is that Arkady is the most selfless person of all people I am
closely acquainted with. (Remember, I started this section on the same note).
If he sees that someone needs his help, he is always ready to help. There is no
limit to his patience. If there is something he can share — be it his computer or
skiing skills, or just his strong shoulders — he will always offer his assistance,
generously investing his time, with no back thoughts.
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The Theoretical Physics Institute at the University of Minnesota is a direct
result of the interest and generosity of Bill Fine. It was roughly 20 years ago
that he and I became acquainted, and I discovered that Bill had a deep interest
in physics, specifically High Energy physics. It was through conversations
about this subject that we came to a point at which Bill indicated that he
wanted to do something for the field: the idea of a theoretical physics institute
was born! Bill and I tried to do some fund-raising, but the general public, or
at least the part that we could approach seemed less than enthusiastic about
giving money. Furthermore, the college administration at the time was also
less than interested (Bill and I talked about ”the instinct for the capillary”).
In 1985 Minnesota hosted the 6th Workshop on Grand Unification, and on this
occasion that Gloria Lubkin entered the picture. It was she who pointed out
that the proposal was on too small a scale and that it was necessary to bring
the top levels of the University administration into the planning. She suggested
bringing in Leo Kadanoff as spokesman and potential director to give reality
to the proposal. In the summer of 1986, during a festive and intensive get
together in Minneapolis, Bill and Leo, with strong support by Chuck Campbell,
outgoing head of the School of Physics and Astronomy, and Marvin Marshak,
his successor, persuaded then-President Ken Keller of the merits of building a
Theoretical Physics Institute at the University. Building on a very generous
pledge by Bill Fine, the University committed itself to matching Bills gift
to create two chairs (subsequently split into three) and to provide permanent
funding of a magnitude to support an active, vibrant institute. The Theoretical
Physics Institute (renamed the William I Fine Theoretical Physics Institute on
the occasion of the 15-th anniversary of its creation) became a reality. I was
appointed acting director and during 1987-89 conducted a vigorous search for
director. In 1989 in a fortunate alignment of stars, several things happened:
(1) perestroika, (2) Larry McLerran became the first director and (3) Larry
with the strong support of Gloria Lubkin— an active member of the oversight
committee —decided to take advantage of the unique opportunities provided
by (1). Larry had been to Russia many times, and knew at any given time
where to find people. The people we recruited were known to us, at least by
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name, although I had met Misha Voloshin in Aspen and at DESY earlier. In
any case, the first recruits were Boris Shklovskii in condensed matter physics,
Misha Voloshin and Arkady. Misha Shifman came a year later, as did Leonid
Glazman, and and a few years later, Anatoly Larkin. The first year was quite
miraculous. In addition to these people, a large number of visitors came.
Since we could not pay them a regular salary —-this was still the time when
the Soviet government wanted a cut of the pay — the whole group lived on
per diems and were housed together at 110 Grant, a comfortable highrise in
the center of town. I can only describe it as a year-long summer camp. The
tradition, born in periods of deprivation, that if you could get hold of some
good food you had a party, carried over, and there were always parties. Arkady
and Nelly were among the main organizers of social activities and took it as
their duty to look after the guests. Arkady may have been the only person
who was an experienced driver, and our aged Subaru became the vehicle that
brought people to and from the airport, to and from 110 Grant. It was a
time when we learned about Russian-style seminars—you bring sandwiches, a
thermos and sometimes a sleeping bag. I discovered that if you asked Arkady a
question, he could not only answer it, but had probably written a paper about
it. Ten or so years later, everything settled into something of a routine. Most
of the families settled in, their children moved to successful careers, but there
is still something magical about being on the 4-th floor of the physics building.
When the door is open, its like being at an opera (Mussorgsky?): you dont
understand a word, but t he music is powerful and enchanting (and loud!).
The creation of what some people have called Moscow (and Novosibirsk) on
the Mississippi has been a wonderful adventure, and the new friendships we
have made with Arkady and Nelly, and with all the other newcomers, have
enriched us enormously. So thank you Bill, thank you Mr. Gorbachev and
thank you Arkady!




